ASPHALT INSPECTION

BY: DARRIN OLOFSON AND ROB STANGLER
OWNER DESIGN

- Site Review
- Team
- Expectations
- International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) Track and Field Facilities Manual.
- Specifications
- Plans
SPECIFICATIONS AND PLANS

- Inspection Reporting
- Testing
- Who gets information
TRACK AND EVENTS
KNOW THE **SPEC** SO YOU CAN **INSPECT** CORRECTLY
INSPECTION REPORT

- What is the report going to look like
- Know the defined areas that are in “PLAY“
- Tools needed for the inspection
  - Smart Level – transit – as built – string line – square- 300 foot tape - camera ( pictures )
  - Tenths ruler… etc.
OBSERVATION

- Receiving surface
- In “play”
- Out of “play”
- Know the areas and how they relate to the specification and plans
TOOLS

Don’t Forget the tools
OH NO!!!!
QUESTIONS